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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
When searching for a health care provider, many consumers
rely heavily on information from friends and family rather
than seeking online reviews. Reviews have the potential
to provide an exceptionally rich source of information that
could help guide patients’ critical decisions. However, due to
the subjective nature of doctor reviews, research indicates
that they are often not trusted by consumers. In order to
better utilize reviews, consumers must feel connected to
the reviewer in some way. Thus, the goal of this project is to
connect consumers with doctor recommendations based on
patients with similar values and contexts.

We began developing our solution by envisioning an online
tool that could operate as a personal medical advisor. By
learning about a patient through interactions over time, the
tool is able to produce more accurate and relevant results.
We believe that by creating a more personalized experience,
consumers will find online reviews more useful for finding
the right doctor.

We started our design process by investigating a simple
question: what makes people similar? Ultimately, we
answered this question by establishing two categories; stable
and situational characteristics. These attributes can more
generally be described by a combination of who somebody
is, and what they care about. By creating a tool that collects
information about who somebody is (stable) and what they
care about (situational) over time, we are able to propose a
concept that delivers more personalized and therefore
relevant search results.
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SECONDARY RESEARCH
We used our secondary research as an opportunity to gain a
baseline understanding of the problem space. We wanted to
understand the context of the issues at hand, so we began
by researching how recent changes in the healthcare system
(via the Affordable Care Act) has impacted consumers in
the healthcare industry. With a better understanding of the
problem context, we shifted our secondary research focus to
better understanding the way patients search for doctors.
Throughout our research process, creating frameworks
helped us organize our findings visually and identify insights
to inform our ultimate solution.
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Implications of Affordable Care Act
Recent insurance expansions under
the Affordable Care Act have caused
an increase in number of newly insured consumers who need to make
important decisions regarding their
health care such as finding medical
providers. Research indicates that
inexperienced consumers are unsure
about what aspects of their health
care are most important to them.
Furthermore, new consumers are less
capable of processing large amounts
of provider information effectively
compared to consumers with more
experience [1]. As a result, newly
insured consumers need help identifying and prioritizing important aspects
of care. Thus, our ultimate solution
would require a method of presenting
provider information that is organized
and easy to understand. With this in
mind, we continued our secondary research by investigating how patients
go about finding the right provider
and what are important factors in
their decision.
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What provider attritubes do
patients care about?
By investigating what steps consumers go through when choosing a
provider, we realized that consumers
often rely most heavily on information
from friends and family rather than
external sources; Only 26% of consumers report provider reviews as an
important aspect of the decision-making process [2]. Thus, we learned that
familiarity with a source is critical in
cultivating trust with consumers [3].
Additionally, we learned that in defining provider quality of care, most
consumers focus on aspects related to
provider interaction style and personality traits rather than the effectiveness of care or actual outcomes [2].
Thus, a successful solution should
find a way to make the online process
of finding doctors more intimate. In
addition, we established the goal of
helping patients find doctors based
on their desired patient-doctor relationship. With an interest to investigate ways of re-thinking the way consumers learn about providers online,
we continued our secondary research
by investigating the role of reviews.

How do reviews influence decision-making
Reviews for “search goods” (cameras,
for example) are used and interpreted
differently than for “experience goods”
like medical providers. While “word
of mouth” references for providers
are considered extremely valuable by
consumers, online reviews by anonymous reviewers are not trusted in the
same way. This is likely because consumers consider the process of choosing healthcare providers as of high
importance and also of high uncertainty (and therefore risk) [4]. Consumers recognize that their experience is
highly subjective, and thus they do
not place much trust in the perspectives of unknown others. Furthermore,
research indicates that perceived similarity between a consumer and the
reviewer is extremely important when
evaluating experience-based goods
[4]. This portion of secondary research
was critical in helping us to formulate
our ultimate direction: helping Premera customers find doctors based on
recommendations from people like
them.
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CHANGES IN HEALTH CARE

Inexperienced consumers ↑
Motivation for informed decision ↑

OUTCOME #1

Inexperienced consumers can’t
process as much information.

OUTCOME #2

Consumers take shortcut when
there is too much info

OUTCOME #3

Inexperienced consumers don’t
have a fixed idea of what is
important to them

CHALLENGE

Consumers are not able to
make effective choices given
current tools

Framework: Influence of Changes in Healthcare
We used this flow diagram to track how recent changes in the healthcare industry are influencing who is searching for providers.
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Framework: Information Existing and Desired
We created this three-by-two diagram to organize our research findings. Aspects of medical care are organized by those that consumers report caring about (green) and that research indicates they should care about (red). This visual representation also helped
us track what current provider search tools offer (top versus bottom).
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PROBLEM CONTEXT
As indicated through our research, the anonymous and
impersonal aspect of reviews make them only marginally
helpful to consumers searching for healthcare providers. The
subjective nature of finding the right doctor creates uncertainty about evaluations of important provider attributes. In
contrast, word of mouth is a highly regarded source of information for finding providers [5]. We assume this is related the
familiarity and increased trust associated with the process.
Thus, the most significant problem associated with this space
is how to match consumers with providers based on reviews
from patients with similar values and preferences across
various situations and without requiring reviewers to disclose
too much personal information.
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Privacy
Personal privacy is the most threatening constraint to our
proposed solution. Creating a framework to help patients
find providers based on the experiences of similar people
requires gathering more personal information. Our proposed
solution is largely based on the concept that consumer trust
in reviews can be improved by increasing the amount of
information that is gathered about users and transparency of
that information. The extent to which reviewer information
can be made transparent is limited by user’s willingness to
share information about themselves with others as well as
government-supported privacy legislation such as HIPAA.
Information Availability
Another significant limitation taken into consideration is the
amount of provider information that is available to the Premera search tool. Matching patients with the right doctor not
only requires gathering detailed information from patients,
but also having access to provider information.
Information Overload and Prioritization
Finding providers based on reviews from similar people
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requires that consumers are able to articulate what is important to them in unfamiliar situations. This is especially daunting to inexperienced consumers who may not be familiar
with various aspects of medical care or what they should
prioritize when searching for a provider. As a result, consumers’ ability to sift through and prioritize aspects of provider
information effectively is a relevant constraint to our problem
space. In this case, helping consumers to weigh relevant provider information can have a significant impact on consumers’ final choices.
Other Tools Considered
In developing our solution, we considered several different types of existing tools to gain a better understanding
of current solutions to similar problems. For example, we
investigated competing doctor search tools in order to
evaluate various similarities and differences. In addition to
existing provider search tools, we explored various ways of
connecting people based on shared values, characteristics,
personalities, etc. Dating websites such as Match.com provided valuable insights about methods of gathering personal
information and reporting projected similarity scores.
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SOLUTION
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Our solution is designed to help Premera customers find
providers based on recommendations from people who are
similar to them. In identifying what makes people “similar”,
we were able to group shared attributes into two categories:
“who they are” and “what they care about”. Who they are
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encapsulates stable demographic information that will remain largely consistent over time (name, age, location, etc.).
What they care about reflects personal preferences related to
healthcare that are likely to change over time and between
situations.
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When users arrive at the Premera website to start searching
for a health provider, they are asked to identify their location
and the type of provider they are searching for. Additionally, the tool asks users two key questions designed to return
more personalized search results: 1) What is your expected
relationship with this provider and 2) How engaged would
you like to be with this provider? The system can use this
information to generate an initial set of recommended providers based on reviews from similar people. By logging in
first, users only need to search by specialty type and the tool
will be able to generate personalized results based on saved
previous responses.

new questions are automatically generated. The user can log
in at any time, allowing the tool to further personalize the
experience.
When the user finds a potential provider from the list, they
can see more detailed information by viewing the provider’s
profile page. Once in a provider’s profile page, consumers can
view reviews from people with similar provider preferences.
Upon exiting, users who have not yet logged in are asked
whether they want to log in or create a profile in order to
save their preferences for future use.

From the initial search results page, users are able to view
doctor profiles, or refine their search by answering additional
questions. The reviewer attribute filters under the questions
keep the user informed about how the tool is refining their
search. While these filters are automatically generated based
on the user’s responses, they may be easily removed if the
user feels they are not relevant. As users answer additional
questions, the recommended list of providers is updated to
reflect the tool’s increased knowledge about the user, and
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KEY INTERFACES
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Initial Search and Questions
Both first time and logged in users
may begin searching for a provider in
the same way. First, they must select
speciality type (1) and enter their zip
code (2). In order to personalize their
search, they may answer two initial
questions about their ideal provider
(3).
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Login Popup
Users can log in to the system at any
time simply by entering their member
number (1). Doing so will enable the
tool to use previous search preference
information to provide better results.
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Personalized Search Results
Once logged in, users will be addressed by first name (1), further
personalizing the experience.
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Refined Results
Once they reach their initial search
results, both logged in and anonymous users may choose to refine (2)
their search further by answering an
additional two questions. Users also
have the choice of refreshing (1) the
question set or manually changing the
reviewer attribute filters (3) on the left.
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Doctor Profile
Users may get more detailed information about a provider by viewing their
profile. From here, the user can view
a map (1) of the providers location,
read their reviews, and view reviewer
profiles (2).
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Save Responses
When users exit from the search process, they can review their preferences
generated throughout their search
process. Having logged in, users can
tweak their preferences (if necessary)
before choosing to save (1) their preferences to their profile to be used for
subsequent searches. If they have not
logged in, they have the option to do
so, or create a profile if necessary.
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